
The MAX Dispatch system’s recent successful testing with the CVDS logging recorder ensures that these two 
products can integrate and work seamlessly together. 

Redmond, WA, U.S.A., October 31, 2012― Zetron, a leading provider of mission-critical communications solutions, 
announced that its MAX Dispatch system has just completed successful testing with the CVDS Com Log Logging 
Recorder . 

To achieve this high level of integration, CVDS adapted its logging recorder according to the MAX Dispatch interface 
specifications Zetron provided. The testing was conducted at the request of a Kenwood/Zetron customer who wants 
to use both systems as part of a complete, integrated solution. 

“This successful testing with CVDS is the latest demonstration of the MAX Dispatch system’s ability to integrate and 
perform well with a variety of manufacturer’s products,” said Zetron vice-president of product management and 
marketing, Kathy Broadwell. “The testing process also demonstrates how two companies working together can 
increase the value of both of their products by responding creatively to their customers’ needs.”

“CVDS is excited that we were able to work with the Zetron team to easily achieve compatibility of our ComLog 
recorder with MAX Dispatch,” stated Brian Berkovits, vice president of marketing and sales at CVDS. “This tight 
integration allows our common clients to accurately record all active communications―all at an embedded level. We 
look forward to providing recording solutions for many upcoming projects.”  

About Zetron
For over 30 years, Zetron has been providing mission-critical communications solutions to customers in public safety, 
transportation, utilities, manufacturing, healthcare and business. With offices in the U.S.A., U.K., Australia and 
numerous field locations, Zetron supports a worldwide network of resellers, system integrators and distributors. This 
gives Zetron a global reach as well as a local presence in the regions it serves. Zetron is a wholly owned subsidiary of 
JVC Kenwood Corporation. For more information, visit: www.zetron.com.

About Stancil Corporation
CVDS (formerly Canadian Voice Data Switching) has been designing and manufacturing state-of-the-art 
communication equipment since 1973. Throughout their history, starting with an automatic message accounting 
system, they have supplied equipment to departments within all levels of government, as well as corporate clients 
(such as Bell Canada, Nortel, Transport Canada, CNCP Telecommunications, to name a few). For more information, 
visit: www.cvds.com.
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